Airgun Impacts with Citations
Recent evidence confirms that the noise from airguns used in seismic operations can
have devastating effects on marine mammals. Noise from a single seismic survey can blanket
an area of over 300,000 km2 and raise noise levels 100 times higher than normal on a
continuous basis, for days at a time.1 One recent research study recorded airgun noise almost
4000 km from a survey vessel.2 The same study found that, in analyzing 10 years of
recordings from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, noises from seismic surveying were present >80% of
the days/month for more than twelve consecutive months in some locations.3
Airgun noise can harm marine mammals through hearing impairment, physiological
changes through stress,4 behavioral impacts such as avoidance or displacement from
important habitats,5 and masking (when sounds obscure other noises of interest and inhibit an
animal’s ability to communicate, find prey, or detect predators).6 For example, one recent
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study found endangered bowhead whales in the Beaufort Sea significantly dropped their
calling rates when exposed to airgun sounds at of at least 116 dB re 1 µPa.7 Seismic surveys
have also been linked to whale mortalities and strandings.8 In fact, the fatal impacts of noise
will often remain undetected – only 2% of all cetacean carcasses are detected, on average.9
The extreme threat of seismic surveying recently sparked over 30 members of the House and
Senate to send letters to President Obama urging his administration to disallow the “dangerous
practice” of seismic surveying in the Atlantic Ocean, stating that seismic airguns are
“incredibly harmful” and could injure or kill marine mammals and fish.10
While seismic airgun surveys are becoming an increasingly large noise footprint of our
offshore oil exploration and production activities, we are only recently beginning to
understand the wide ranging impacts on marine life and commercial fisheries.
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